Abstract. We consider the problem of nding statistically unusual subgroups in a multi-relation database, and extend previous work on singlerelation subgroup discovery. W e give a precise de nition of the multirelation subgroup discovery task, propose a speci c form of declarative bias based on foreign links as a means of specifying the hypothesis space, and show h o w propositional evaluation functions can be adapted to the multi-relation setting. We then describe an algorithm for this problem setting that uses optimistic estimate and minimal support pruning, an optimal re nement operator and sampling to ensure e ciency and can easily be parallelized.
Introduction
Data Mining or Knowledge discovery in databases KDD is concerned with the computer-aided extraction of novel, useful and interesting knowledge from large databases. A particularly important subclass of knowledge discovery tasks is the discovery of interesting subgroups in populations, where interestingness is de ned as distributional unusualness with respect to a certain property o f interest. As typical example, in a medical application we are looking at, an interesting subgroup that we w ould like to discover could be the subgroup of patients who once had a treatment in a small hospital are signi cantly more likely to su er from complications than the reference population".
Previous work on subgroup discovery, e.g. the system Explora 7 , has treated this learning task as a single-relation problem, i.e., all data are assumed to be available in a single universal relation. Many existing databases, however, are not stored as single relations, but as several, perhaps dozens of relations for reasons of nonredundancy or access e ciency. While theoretically, any m ulti-relational database can be transformed into a single universal relation, practically this can lead to universal relations of unmanageable sizes.
In this paper, we therefore consider the task of discovering statistically unusual subgroups in multi-relational databases. The main contribution of the paper is an algorithm for multi-relational discovery of subgroups named Mi- dos that uses optimistic estimate and minimal support pruning, an optimal re nement operator and sampling to ensure e ciency and can easily be parallelized. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we precisely de ne the multi-relation subgroup discovery problem. In section 3, we describe the Midos algorithm and its pruning techniques. This is followed by a description of the use of sampling in section 4. In section 5, we discuss related work. Section 6 concludes.
2 Multi-relational subgroup discovery task
In subgroup discovery, the user typically is not interested in nding all subgroups that could be statistically interesting, but in nding the best, i.e., most interesting or most unusual subgroups. We can thus address the multi-relation subgroup discovery task more precisely as follows. To further instantiate this discovery problem, we need to precisely identify the language L H in which w e w ant to express subgroup descriptions, and the evaluation function d that rates the statistical interestingness of such group descriptions.
Hypothesis language
In the propositional case, subgroups are typically de ned as a conjunction of restrictions on the attributes of the single given relation. When extending this to the multi-relational case, in addition to restrictions on individual relations, the hypothesis language must also be capable of joining additional relations to the group description and restrict their attributes in turn. If we represent each relation of arity a b y a corresponding rst-order predicate of arity a, such group descriptions simply correspond to a conjunction of rst-order literals. As an example, for a database with relations arity r0=3; r 1 = 2 ; r = 2 ; r 3 = 2, a possible group description would be
As shown in the example, in addition to the literals that introduce and join relations, additional literals can be used to introduce restrictions on individual attributes. For nominal attributes, equality comparisons to values from a tree structured value range are allowed, for ordered or continuous attributes comparisons are also allowed.
The coverage of a such a group description is de ned with respect to a designated object relation intended to be the master relation of the population of interest. In our medical application, depending on what our goals are, the master relation could be the patients relation if we are interested in unusual subgroups of patients or treatment if we are interested in unusual subgroups of treatments. The precise de nition is the following. Assume the object relation r o has key attributes K and is part of a database D to be examined. Then de ne the coverage of a subgroup description h 2 L H as ch : = K f j h 2 Dg.
Foreign link declarative bias
To a v oid a combinatorial explosion of this hypothesis space, we exploit additional information inspired by the foreign key links available in many database systems. A foreign key link is a link from an attribute in one relation to a key attribute in another relation. For example, in a medical database about treatments and patients, the patient-id attribute of the treatment relation would be a foreign key linking to the patient-id attribute of the patient relation. We i n terpret these links as designated paths along which di erent relations can be joined together. Since we are also interested in getting to non-key attributes, we will simply be speaking of foreign links, w aiving the requirement that one of the linked attributes must b e a k ey. Given a set of such foreign links, starting from the designated object relation, new relations may be joined to a group description only along such a link. In logical terms, variables may share only between linked argument places in literals, and there must be at least one variable shared with previous literals in the conjunction linked literal restriction. In our example
would be a legal group description, assuming the object relation is r0, X is a nominal or tree structured attribute, R is an ordered attribute, and the set of foreign links is F = fr0 2 ! r1 1 ; r 0 3 ! r2 1 ; r 1 2 ! r3 1 ; r 2 2 ! r3 2 g. If we regard the foreign key declarations as edges in a graph with relations as nodes, each path through the graph corresponds to a set of possible clauses: whenever we reach a relation that has been reached n times before, we can continue with a new variable in our "target" attribute or with one occuring in the target attribute of the n previous literals. Thus, if the foreign key graph contains cycles, the length of clauses and thus the number of joins is not limited. As in most ILP systems, we therefore introduce a depth limit i that bounds the length of the longest possible path. A reasonable default for i would be the maximum length of any shortest path from the object relation to another relation.
An optimal re nement operator
We precisely de ne the hypothesis space based on the following re nement op- Within square brackets, the ordering of re nements in is speci ed. For any particular hypothesis h, t w o elements h 1 2 h and h 2 2 h can be ordered by a lexicographic comparison of oh 1 and oh 2 , thus completely ordering h. This in turn allows an optimal re nement operator opt to be de ned as follows.
The most important property o f opt is that it generates each h ypothesis along exactly one re nement path, thus avoiding redundant regeneration of hypotheses. This in particular is an important prerequisite for parallelization.
Proof sketch. Consider a node in the search where two di erent paths p 1 
The evaluation function
The goal of Midos is to nd subgroups of the object relation de ned by rstorder conjunctions that have u n usual distributional characteristics with respect to the entire population. If we w ant to nd the k best such subgroups, we need a w a y to measure the quality of candidate groups. To nd such e v aluation functions, we can build on the evaluation measures that have been de ned for propositional algorithms | 7 provides a detailed discussion. Since the interestingness of a group depends both on its unusualness and size, an evaluation function needs to combine both factors.
Assume we are given a designated object relation r o with key attributes K that is part of a database D to be examined. Let us rst consider the simple case The function consists of two components, the rst requiring that each h ypothesis must cover at least a certain fraction s min of the object relation tuples, the second is our adaptation of the standard evaluation functions discussed in 7 , where generalizations of this component for categorical attributes with more than two v alues, ordered discrete attributes and continous attributes can also be found. To a v oid exploring uninteresting parts of the search space, the algorithm exploits the properties of the discovery task for two di erent kinds of pruning, minimal support pruning and optimistic estimate pruning.
Minimal support pruning
Since is a specializing re nement operator, we know that any descendant o f a h ypothesis will cover no more objects than the hypothesis itself. Since we are not interested in solutions that cover too few members of the population, as soon as we reach a h ypothesis that fails to cover that many elements, we can prune the entire subtree rooted as this hypothesis.
Optimistic estimate pruning
The second kind of pruning used by Midos is somewhat less common and exploits the fact that we are interested only in the k best solutions. Thus, if we knew that a hypothesis and its descendants cannot make i t i n to the top k list, we could safely prune that branch. For the evaluation functions that are being considered here, exact estimates are possible only by actually expanding a subtree of the search space. However, it is possible to reason about the maximal quality that could potentially be reached within a subtree. Let d max be an optimistic estimate of hypothesis quality in a subtree, i.e., for S L H , and a database D, dh 0 d max h for all h 0 that are re nements of h.
For the evaluation function dh de ned above, it is easy to derive such a n optimistic function d max for a general-to-speci c search order. When re ning an existing hypothesis h, its specializations will cover at most as many object relation tuples as h itself, so g cannot increase when specializing. p, on the other hand, can increase if the proper specializations are made | but it can never be more than 1. The required optimistic estimate function is therefore:
d max h : = g h 1 , p 0 .
Search strategy
The Midos algorithm can work with a number of di erent search strategies simply by c hanging the selection ordering among the hypotheses in Q. Besides the standard breadth-rst least recent element rst or depth-rst most recent element rst traversal orderings, best-rst and parallel regimes are particularly important. For best-rst search, the algorithm always chooses to further re ne the hypothesis in Q with best quality rating according to function d. F or a parallel search strategy, it is possible to test all descendants of a hypothesis in parallel. Furthermore, di erent search branches can be run in parallel. First, since only the k best solutions are being required, each parallel search branch never needs to know more than the quality of the worst hypothesis accepted into the solution set so far. Second, since we use an optimal re nement operator, each local branch is guaranteed to not regenerate hypotheses that have been generated by branches running in parallel, and thus would be redundant 
Use of sampling
Checking the distributional unusualness according to function d requires joining together the relations involved in the subgroup description h, selecting according to the additional restrictions on attributes and projecting on the object relation key attributes to determine ch. While potentially feasible on small databases with low branching factors, for larger databases computing the full join should be avoided, suggesting the use of sampling.
Sampling can be an e cient w a y of estimating the relative frequency of a group in a population. Assuming a truly random sample, the number x of occurences of a group with underlying probability p can approximately looked at as a binomial variable, i.e., distributed as follows sample of size s:
This does not, however, avoid the problem of generating hypotheses that could be specializations of pruned hypotheses in other branches.
with mean x = sp and standard deviation x = p sp1 , p. Since we estimate the true probability p by p 0 := x s , what we need is a statement about the probability that jp,p 0 j is smaller than a speci ed error threshold . F rom the statistics literature, we can use the so-called Cherno bound 2 foll. 1 for this purpose. According to this bound, for any a 0, Px s p + a e , 2 a 2 =s For the di erence between estimated and actual probability, w e obtain Pp 0 p + = P x s p + s e , 2 s 2 Thus, for truly random samples, we can precisely determine which sample size is needed to stay below a desired error probability .
Applying this to the problem of determining d without computing the full underlying group, we see that if we could randomly sample ch, we can use the above bounds to limit the probability of missing one of the k best hypotheses to an arbitrarily small number.
Computing dh requires computing ph and gh. ph amounts to determining the probability o f T in ch, and thus requires random sampling ch. Computing gh requires random sampling r o , and determining the probability o f c h b y c hecking h on each sampled tuple. Thus the primary problem is random sampling from ch, which is de ned by a project-select-join query. Obviously, if the set ch w ere available, we could easily draw random samples from it. Computing this set, however, is precisely what we w ould like t o a v oid. We w ould like to compute only those tuples that are in the chosen sample.
In a multi-relation join, this could be done by sampling after each step of the join: randomly select a tuple in the rst relation, then select one of the matching tuples in the second relation. Repeat this until the desired sample size is reached. Clearly, such an algorithm does not result in equal selection probabilities for each tuple of the computed result, since probabilities depend on branching factors.
In database terminology, w e need to push the sampling operation down the query tree that de nes ch resp. d. F ollowing 11, c h. 6 , the non-uniform inclusion probabilities of sampled joins can be compensated for by accept reject sampling, i.e., accepting each sample with probability proportional to the branching factor of the join. For the project part of the query, a more complex algorithm is necessary, since compensating the non-uniform inclusion probabilities requires knowing the multiplicity of each projected tuple. This essentially entails following all join paths for each di erent projected sample 11, c h. 6 .
For an in-memory implementation of this algorithm, the sampling approaches mentioned here can be implemented directly in the algorithm. For databasebased implementation, sampling would need be implemented directly in the database system to be e cient.
Related Work
The discovery task de ned in this paper is related to a number of other learning tasks that have been proposed in the past 3, 4 , 1 3 , 8 , mostly in the eld of ILP. The primary di erences are in the instantiations of the evaluation function d and the requirements on the solution. First, since we use distributional unusualness d as evaluation function, which does not monotonically decrease when specializing, we uses minimal support and optimistic estimate pruning instead of simply pruning according to d. Second, requiring only the k best solutions allows further pruning and optimizations especially for a parallel algorithm.
In terms of the algorithm, Midos is related to a number of other systems. Midos uses a declarative bias whose de nition, besides its inspiration from the database area, owes a lot to the declarative bias languages that have been proposed in the eld of ILP. In particular, foreign links are closely related to the type declarations in use in many ILP systems, such as e.g. Foil 12 , RDT 5 , or Progol 9 . In contrast to type declarations, foreign links are not symmetric, and thus allow somewhat ner control of the introduction of new variables.
In terms of search and pruning, the idea of using an optimal re nement operator has been used by a n umber of learning systems, e.g. in 4 . Optimistic estimate pruning is closely related to general AI search procedures such a s A ? and has already been used e.g. in the temporal pattern discovery system MSDD 10 . Minimal support pruning, of course, is a central element e.g. of any association rule algorithm.
In terms of the sampling ideas used here, the idea of using Cherno bounds to determine error limits on sampled frequencies was e.g. proposed by 1 for use with association discovery algorithms. The novelty here is that this idea is combined with sampling from relational expressions 11 , which has not been used in the context of a discovery algorithm yet. Finally, 6 h a v e studied the use of sampling for discovering universal sentences.
Summary
In this paper, we h a v e discussed the multi-relational variant of the KDD subgroup discovery problem. As we s a w, the problem de nition requires some adjustments with respect to the propositional case, in particular a di erent de nition of coverage of a subgroup. Given these adjustments, the evaluation functions from the propositional case can be reused for the multi-relational case. We h a v e then proposed a particular instantiation of the multirelational subgroup discovery problem employing a declarative bias based on the idea of foreign links and requiring only the k best solutions to be returned.
The corresponding algorithm Midos, which w e regard as the primary contribution of the paper, is a typical top-down algorithm, but adds a number of features speci cally designed for e ciency. First, the algorithm uses an optimal re nement operator, i.e., generates each h ypothesis exactly once. This avoids the redundant regeneration of the same hypotheses and allows easy parallelization of the algorithm. Second, besides the minimal support pruning used in many algorithm, Midos also employs an optimistic quality estimate function, derived from the hypothesis quality function, for additional pruning. Finally, w e h a v e shown how sampling from relational expressions could be valuably employed in speeding up the evaluation of hypotheses; precise proofs of speed-up or error bounds are outstanding, however.
In the future, an in-memory version of the algorithm will be used on a medical application involving 6 relations about hospitals, patients, diagnoses, therapies, and the relation between patients and therapies and patients and diagnoses.
